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Abstract. Execution of most of the modern DPLL-based SAT solvers is
guided by a number of heuristics. Decisions made during the search process are usually driven by some fixed heuristic policies. Despite the outstanding progress in SAT solving in recent years, there is still an appealing lack of techniques for selecting policies appropriate for solving specific
input formulae. In this paper we present a methodology for instancebased selection of solver’s policies that uses a data-mining classification
technique. The methodology also relies on analysis of relationships between formulae, their families, and their suitable solving strategies. The
evaluation results are very good, demonstrate practical usability of the
methodology, and encourage further efforts in this direction.
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Introduction

The propositional satisfiability problem (SAT) is one of the fundamental problems in computer science. It is the problem of deciding if there is a truth assignment under which a given propositional formula (in conjunctive normal form)
evaluates to true. SAT was the first problem proved to be NP-complete [Coo71]
and it still has a central position in the field of computational complexity. SAT
problem is also very important in many practical domains such as electronic design automation, software and hardware verification, artificial intelligence, and
operations research. Thanks to recent advances in propositional solving technology, SAT solvers (procedures that solve the SAT problem) are becoming a tool
for attacking more and more practical problems.
A number of SAT solvers have been developed. The majority of state-of-theart complete SAT solvers are based on the branch and backtrack algorithm called
Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland or the DPLL algorithm [DP60,DLL62]. Spectacular improvements in the performance of DPLL-based SAT solvers achieved
in the last few years are due to (i) several conceptual enhancements on the original DPLL procedure, aimed at reducing the amount of explored search space
(e.g., backjumping, conflict-driven lemma learning, restarts), (ii) better implementation techniques (e.g., two-watched literals scheme for unit propagation),
and (iii) smart heuristic components (which we focus on in this work). These
?
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advances make possible to decide the satisfiability of industrial SAT problems
with tens of thousands of variables and millions of clauses.
Complex policies, heuristics that guide the search process, represent important parts of modern SAT solvers and are crucial for solver’s efficiency. These
include policies for literal selection, for determining the clause database size, for
choosing restart points, etc. Specific policies are usually parametrized by a number of numerical and categorial parameters. Single policy with different parameter values can be treated as different policies. SAT solving process is completely
determined only when all its heuristic policies are set. Selected combinations of
policies specify the solving strategy (or simply strategy).
Typically, every SAT solver uses a predetermined, hard-coded strategy and
applies it on all its input formulae. However, in recent times, SAT solvers tend
to implement multiple policies and the question arises as to how to choose a
strategy that would give good performance for a specific SAT instance. Addressing this question is of crucial importance because the solving time for the same
input formula can vary for several orders of magnitude depending on the solving
strategy used. The problem of adapting a SAT solver to the input formula has
been addressed for the first time only recently. Our approach significantly differs
from the only existing related approach we are aware of (as discussed in Sect. 5).
Propositional formulae can be clustered in families of formulae by their origin — hardware verification problems (e.g., FPGA routing), manually crafted
problems (e.g., graph coloring, Hanoi towers), or random generated problems
(e.g., k-SAT). It is interesting to explore the behaviour of different policies and
solving strategies on families of formulae. The important question is whether
one strategy shows the same or similar behaviour on similar formulae. If this is
the case, and if one can automatically guess a family to which a given formula
belongs, then this could be used for selecting an appropriate strategy for this
particular formula. To implement this approach, one needs (i) a technique for
classifying formulae based only on their syntax; (ii) information about behaviour
of different policies on various families of formulae.
The main message of this work is that intelligent selecting of solving policies,
based on the syntax of the input formula, can significantly improve efficiency of a
SAT solver. The proposed methodology will not lead to optimal performance on
each input formula, but the solving performance will be significantly improved
in average on multiple input formulae. Here, by improving efficiency of a SAT
solver we mean increasing the number of formulae solvable within some time
limit and decreasing the solving time.
The proposed methodology relies on several hypotheses that will be investigated in the rest of the paper:
(H1) Formulae of the same family (i.e., of similar origin) share some syntactical
properties that can be used for automated formula classification;
(H2) For each family of formulae there is only a small number of solving strategies
that are appropriate — that show better performance on formulae belonging
to that family then all other available strategies.

(H3) For formulae that are syntactically similar, the best strategies are also (in
some sense) similar.
If the above hypotheses hold, then our methodology will be practically applicable. Namely, if the formula is correctly classified then it will be solved by
a solving strategy suitable for a family that the formula belongs to. However,
even if the formula is misclassified, it will be solved using a strategy similar to
the optimal one.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, a brief background
information on SAT problem, SAT solvers, and their heuristic components is
given. In Sect. 3, the proposed methodology is described. The experimental results are given in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 related work is discussed. In Sect. 6 final
conclusions are drawn and some directions of possible further work are discussed.
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Background

Most of today’s state-of-the-art solvers are complex variations of the DPLL procedure. In the rest of the paper, we shall assume that the reader is familiar with
the modern SAT solving techniques. More on these topics can be found, for example, in [NOT06,KG07,Mar08,GKSS07]. Although modern SAT solvers share
common underlying algorithms and implementation techniques, their operation
is guided by a number of heuristic policies that have to be selected in order to
obtain deterministic solving strategies. The most important heuristic policies determine: (i) which literals to choose for branching, (ii) when to apply restarting,
and (iii) when to forget some clauses that are learnt during the solving process.
In the rest of this section, policies that were used in our experiments will be
described.
Literal selection policies. During the DPLL backtrack-search, literals used for
branching should be somehow selected. This is the role of literal selection policies.
Most literal selection policies separately select a variable v (by using a variable
selection policy) and only then choose its polarity, i.e., choose if it should be
negated or not (by using a polarity selection policy).
Some variable selection policies are the following1 :
VSrandom — This policy randomly chooses a variable among all variables of the
initial formula that are not defined in the current valuation, i.e., assertion
trail.
VSb,d,init
minisat — The goal of this policy (introduced in the solver MiniSAT [ES04])
is to select a variable that was active in recent conflicts. In order to implement this, an activity score is assigned to each variable. On every conflict,
the scores of the variables that occur in the conflict clause are bumped, i.e.,
increased by a bump factor given by the parameter b. Also, during the conflict analysis process, on each resolution step all variables that occur in the
1
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explanation clause are bumped. To stimulate recent conflicts, on each conflict all the scores are decayed, i.e., decreased by a decay factor given by the
parameter d.
An important aspect of the MiniSAT variable selection policy is how to
assign initial scores to variables. If the parameter init has the value zero,
scores of all variables are set to zero, hence all variables have the same chance
to be selected. If the parameter init has the value freq, the initial score of
each variable is set to its number of occurrences in the initial formula F0 .
VSprandom ◦ VSx — This compound policy chooses a random variable with probability p and with probability 1 − p uses a given policy here denoted by
VSx .
Some polarity selection policies are the following:
PSpositive — Always selects a non-negated literal.
PSnegative — Always selects a negated literal.
PSprandom — A random selection which chooses a non-negated literal with probability p.
PSinit
polarity caching — When using this policy (introduced in the solver RSAT
[PD07] as phase caching), a preferred polarity is assigned to each variable
and it is used for polarity selection. Whenever a literal is asserted to the
current assertion trail (either as a decision or as a propagated literal), its
polarity defines the future preferred polarity of its variable. When a literal
is removed from the trail (during backjumping or restarting) its preferred
polarity is not changed. If the parameter init has the value pos, then initial
polarities of all variables are positive, it has the value neg then they are
set to negative, and if it has the value freq, then preferred polarity of each
variable is set to the polarity which is more frequent of the two in the initial
formula.
Restart policies. Restart policies determine when to apply restarting. Most
restart policies are based on conflict counting. On each conflict, the counter is
increased. Restarting is applied whenever the counter reaches a certain threshold
value. When this happens, the counter is reset and a new threshold is selected
according to some specific policy. The sequence of threshold values must contain
an increasing subsequence in order to ensure termination and completeness of
the procedure. Some possible restart policies are the following:
Rno restart — Restarting is not applied.
0 ,q
Rcminisat
— The initial threshold value is set to c0 and the threshold values form
a geometric sequence with a quotient q [ES04].
Rkluby — Threshold values are positive integer multiples of the Luby series [LSZ93]:
 k−1
2
if i = 2k − 1
ti =
ti−2k−1 +1 if 2k−1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1
Its first few elements are 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 1, ...

0 ,q
Rcpicosat
— In this policy (introduced by the solver PicoSAT [Bie08]), restarts
are controlled by two geometric sequences of threshold values — inner and
outer, both with an initial member c0 and a quotient q. Restarting is applied when the number of the conflicts reaches the current inner threshold
value, and then the inner threshold value advances to the next element of
the sequence. When the inner threshold exceeds the current outer threshold
value, it is reset to the initial value c0 , and the outer threshold advances.

Forget policies. Forget policies determine (i) when to remove some clauses learnt
during the solving process and (ii) which clauses to forget. In the rest of the
paper, only the following policy will be used.
0 ,q,p
Fcminisat
— When using this policy (introduced by the solver MiniSAT [ES04]),
forgetting is done when the current number of clauses in the clause database
reaches a threshold value. Threshold values form a geometric sequence whose
initial value is c0 percent of the number of clauses in the initial formula and
whose coefficient is q. It is interesting that the threshold value is not updated
after the forgetting itself, but instead it is updated on each restart.
Another important aspect of a forget policy is what clauses to forget. The
MiniSAT policy forgets p percent of learnt clauses that are allowed to be forgotten. Clauses are assigned activity scores which reflect their participation
in conflicts, very similar to variable activity scores used in the MiniSAT
variable selection policy. Clauses with the smallest activity scores are the
ones that are being forgotten.
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Methodology

Our methodology, when applied to a given SAT solver, selects an appropriate
solving strategy (i.e., combination of policies) for each input formula. The proposed methodology can be applied to any DPLL-based SAT solver, provided it
supports multiple policies. In our experiments, the ArgoSAT solver2 was used
since it implements a large number of policies and since its modular architecture
allows easy modification of existing and implementation of new policies [Mar09].
The overall methodology consists of two phases.
Training phase. This phase consists of systematic solving of all formulae from
a representative corpus, by using all candidate solving strategies. This allows
selecting the best solving strategy (the one that solves the most formulae)
for each family of formulae from the corpus. Profiles of all formulae from the
corpus (i.e., their representation suitable for classification) are also computed
in this phase.
Exploitation phase. In this phase, the family of a given formula is guessed and
the strategy that showed the best results on that family during the training
phase is used for its solving. After the training, the system implementing the
2
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methodology can be applied both to the formulae from the training corpus
and to some other formulae.
Several issues still need to be addressed, as discussed below.
The choice of candidate solving strategies. In our case candidate strategies are defined as all (60 = 3 · 5 · 4 · 1) possible combinations of the given
policies. They are listed in the Table 1.

1.0, 1.0/0.95, freq

Variable selection VSrandom , VSminisat

1.0, 1.0/0.95, freq

, VS0.05
random ◦ VSminisat

0.5
Polarity selection PSpos , PSneg , PSrandom
, PSneg
polarity

caching ,

Restart policies

100,1.5
512
Rno restart , R100,1.5
minisat , Rluby , Rpicosat

Forget policies

Fminisat

PSfreq
polarity

caching

4/3, 1.0/0.99, 0.5

Table 1. Overview of policies used in our experiments

The choice of corpus of formulae for training and evaluation. In our experiments (both during the training and for testing), the corpus from the
SAT competition in 2002 was used. It consists of a large number of families of
formulae, with many families containing formulae of various difficulty. The
total number of formulae in this corpus is 1964, and we clustered them into
39 families, mostly just by following the directory structure. For testing of
a generalization power of our methodology on a different corpus, the SAT
competition corpus from 2007 was used. Namely, out of 906 formulae in this
corpus, only 12 of them also belong to the corpus from 2002. In addition,
the two corpora include significantly different families (although overlapping
exists). Since the SAT 2007 corpus was not used for training, its partitioning
into families is irrelevant.
The choice of relevant features of propositional formulae. In order to measure the syntactic similarity of propositional formulae (which is necessary for
classification), the formulae were represented by using the first 33 features
used in [XHHLB08]. These are features that can be calculated in short time.
They include the number of clauses c and variables v in the input formula,
their ratio vc , fraction of binary, ternary, and Horn clauses, node degree
statistics for variable nodes in variable-clause graph like mean, variation coefficient, minimum, maximum, and entropy, etc. The vectors of these features
are called the formula profiles or simply profiles.
The choice of methods for classification of propositional formulae. For
classification, the k-nearest neighbour algorithm was used. When given an
unknown instance, this algorithm selects the class that contains the most of
the k instances from the training corpus that are closest to the given one.

A number of distance functions between the profiles were used [TJK06]. For
instance:
sX
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where P 0 and P 00 are instance profiles.
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Experiments and Evaluation

Experiments described in this section test the hypotheses that our approach
relies on (given in Sect. 1), and also demonstrate a good overall quality of our
methodology.
Training Phase. During the training phase, the cutoff time for solving one formula by one strategy was set to 600s. Since shuffling of clauses and variables
of the input formula can lead to big differences in the solving time (up to an
order of magnitude), the corpus SAT2002 was extended with a shuffled variant
of each of its formulae. If either a formula or its shuffled variant was not solved
within the cutoff time limit, the formula was considered to be unsolved. If both
variants of a formula were solved within the time limit, the arithmetic mean of
their solving times was taken to be the solving time for that formula. The SAT
solver was used on all the formulae from the extended corpus, for all 60 strategies. The total number of calls to the SAT solver was 235680 (= 1964 · 60 · 2).
The experiments were conducted on an IBM Cluster 1350 cluster computer with
32 processors. The total processor time used was around 1010 days.
Along with solving the formulae, their profiles were computed. The average
profile computation time was 0.39s per formula.
4.1

Testing Hypotheses

Hypothesis (H1). The first hypothesis is that formulae from the same family
share syntactical properties that can be used for automated formula classification. In the k-nearest neighbours method, values 1, 3, 5, 7 were used for k. The
best results were obtained for k = 1 with the distance function d3 3 . The precision, a ratio between the number of correctly classified formulae and the total
number of formulae classified, was 98.5%. The arithmetic mean of precisions for
individual families4 , was 89.4%. To avoid evaluating on the same data that was
3

4

Therefore, in all experimental results in the rest of the paper, this distance function
will be assumed.
Precision alone is not reliable in cases when some families are much larger than the
others (which is the case with the SAT2002 corpus), so a high precision on large
classes can hide a low precision on small classes.

used for training, both statistics were estimated using the leave-one-out procedure. This procedure consists of removing formula from the corpus, computing
the relevant statistic on the rest of the corpus, and returning the formula into
the corpus. This is done for all formulae. The obtained values of the statistic
were averaged at the end to give the final estimate of the statistic on given data.
The results of the classification are outstanding (especially keeping in mind
a rather large number of classes — 39) and show that the first hypothesis of the
methodology is sound. Since the average profile computation time for a formula
is 0.39s and the classification time of a known profile is less than 0.01s, this
approach to classification is practically usable for our purposes and may have
applications in other domains too.
Hypothesis (H2). The second hypothesis of our methodology is that there is a
small number of strategies for each family of formulae that show better performance on formulae belonging to that family then all other available strategies.
To check this hypothesis, for each strategy and for each family of formulae a
percentage of formulae for which that strategy was better then any other strategy was calculated. The results are shown in a graphical form in Fig. 1. Darker
shades correspond to higher values, and lighter to lower values. The highest value
(i.e., percentage) in the table is 30, and the lowest value is 0. For simplicity, the
results are shown only for families with at least 10 formulae that were solved for
at least one strategy. The figure shows that there is no family with a dominantly
best strategy. However, the presented matrix is sparse — for each family there
is a rather small set of good strategies and therefore, the second hypothesis can
be considered to be justified.
These results also reveal the quality of some strategies. For instance, 15 empty
columns correspond to strategies with VSrandom variable selection policy, which
suggests a poor performance of this policy.

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of percentages of formulae from a family for which a
strategy is better than any other. Columns correspond to strategies and rows correspond to families.

Hypothesis (H3). The third hypothesis of our methodology is that the best
solving strategies for syntactically similar formulae are also similar. Syntactical similarity between formulae is already defined by the choice of profiles and

the distance function (d3 ) from Sect. 3. On the other hand, similarity between
strategies can be defined using the edit distance over strategies:
dc (s1 s2 s3 , t1 t2 t3 ) =

3
X

c(si , ti )

i=1

where s1 s2 s3 and t1 t2 t3 are triples of policies that determine strategies and
c(si , ti ) are non-negative numerical costs of switching from policy si to policy ti .
To analyze the correlation between similarity of formulae and similarity of
their corresponding best strategies, for each two formulae f1 and f2 from the corpus, with best strategies c1 and c2 respectively, values log d3 (f1 , f2 ) and dc (c1 , c2 )
were calculated. Then, the Pearson correlation coefficient between these sets of
values was calculated. The costs in the function dc were manually tuned to
achieve a maximal correlation coefficient. This procedure was legitimate and it
is closely related to the following question: for which group of policies (restart,
variable selection, literal selection) optimal choices differ the least for syntactically similar formulae? Only formulae solved in more than 2s were included in
the calculation.5
The calculated correlation coefficient was 0.51 with the p-value less then
0.001. This can be considered a moderate, but important correlation, keeping in
mind the small number of policies that were used in the experiments and the
inherent instability of the SAT solving process. Hence, we can consider the third
hypothesis to be justified.
Magnitudes of costs in the function dc , suggest that for syntactically similar
formulae, the optimal restarting policy varies the least (thus being in some sense
the strongest common characteristic of syntactically similar formulae) and the
polarity selection policy varies the most.
4.2

Exploitation Phase

Evaluation of Strategy Selection Method on the SAT2002 Corpus. For evaluation
purposes the proposed strategy selection method was compared to (i) the “bestfixed” strategy selection method which always uses the best fixed candidate
strategy6 , and to (ii) the “oracle” (idealized) strategy selection method which
uses the best candidate strategy for each specific formula. The first one is a fair
choice for the lower bound of required performance and the second one represents
the upper bound for performance because it gives the best possible performance
over the set of candidate strategies on the SAT2002 corpus.
As the main measures of the overall quality of a strategy selection method
the total number of formulae that it solved and its median solving time were
used. There are strong reasons to base the evaluation on median instead on
5

6

Trivial formulae cannot discriminate between good and bad strategies. Also, variation of their solving time due to processor context switching is larger relative to
their solving time.
1.0, 1.0/0.95, freq
100,1.5
In our case the best strategy was (VSminisat
, PSneg
polarity caching , Rminisat ).

mean and total solving time. First, one cannot account for the censored data —
solving times over the cutoff limit. If one chooses not to include these data in
the calculation then the mean and total solving time show preference for solvers
that solve less formulae because even if a hard formula is solved its solving time
is typically near the cutoff limit, and thus raises the mean and the total solving
time. On the other hand, if at least half of the formulae were solved, the median
time can be calculated. Also, median time is known to be less sensitive to outliers.
To estimate the performance on the SAT2002 corpus, similarly as in the
leave-one-out procedure, the solving time of each formula was computed for the
strategy selected based on the results of the training phase, but with that formula
excluded from the corpus. Table 2 shows the results for the two referent methods
and for the one proposed. Important results were achieved, especially keeping in
mind a rapid growth of the sorted solving times of formulae for all three methods,
as shown in Fig. 2. The differences in the numbers of the solved formulae for all
three methods seem small, but would be much higher if numerous easy formulae
were not taken into account.

Method

Number of solved Median solving
formulae
time
“Best fixed”
1073
207.4s
Proposed
1135
92.6s
“Oracle”
1187
45.8s
Table 2. Comparison of strategy selection methods on SAT2002 corpus.

Given a strategy selection method, it is important to consider how often it
chooses best, good or bad strategies (especially when compared to some other
selection methods). For each formula, candidate strategies can be sorted in ascending order according to their corresponding solving times. Each strategy can
be given a rank according to its position in such sequence. A strategy with the
rank 1 is the most desirable for that specific formula. In Fig. 3 we present the cumulative distribution function of the ranks of chosen strategies for the proposed
and for the “best fixed” method. The figure shows that the proposed method
chooses good strategies much more often than the “best fixed” method.
The histogram in Fig. 4 shows the number of formulae solved by the proposed
method in some percentage of a referent time, up to 200%. As a referent time
we use the solving time obtained by the “best fixed” method. Only formulae
that were solved either way were considered. 48 formulae are solved in more
than 200% of the referent time. There are 74 formulae that were solved by the
proposed method but not by the “best fixed” method, but only 12 that were
solved by the “best fixed” method and not by the proposed method. It can be
observed that much more formulae were solved faster than slower, compared to
the “best fixed” method.
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Fig. 2. Sorted solving times for different
ways of choosing the strategy. Ordinal
numbers in the sequence of the sorted solving times of the formulae are shown on the
X axis. Solving times are shown on the Y
axis.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution function
of ranks of chosen strategies for the “best
fixed” method and the proposed method.
Ranks of strategies are shown on the
X axis, while percentage of formulae for
which strategies of that or smaller rank are
chosen is shown on the Y axis.
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Fig. 4. Histogram of the number of formulae solved by the proposed method in some
percentage of the referent time. Percentage of the referent time is shown on the X axes,
while the number of formulae solved in that percentage of the referent time is shown
on the Y axis.

These results show that the main thesis of this work — that intelligent choosing of the solver’s strategy based on the syntax of the input formula, can significantly improve efficiency of a SAT solver — is true.

Evaluation of ArgoSmArT system on SAT2007 corpus. Based on the methodology described above, we implemented a SAT solving system ArgoSmArT (on
top of the ArgoSAT solver).

For an additional evaluation of the proposed methodology, we used the
SAT2007 corpus and showed that performance improvement achieved on one
corpus is present on a different corpus too.
The formulae from the SAT2007 corpus are much harder then the ones from
the SAT2002 corpus and the median time cannot be calculated, since in cutoff
time of 600s less than a half of the formulae can be solved. Thus, we present 20-th
percentile of the solving times7 . The results of the comparison of ArgoSmArT
to its base solver ArgoSAT are shown in Table 3 (ArgoSAT used the best
fixed strategy detected in the experiments on the SAT2002 corpus).

System

No. of solved 20-th percentile
formulae of solving time
ArgoSAT
219
311.6s
ArgoSmArT
239
249.5s
Table 3. Results of comparison between ArgoSAT and ArgoSmArT on the SAT2007
corpus.

Notice that the performance improvement achieved on the SAT2002 corpus
in the number of solved formulae is also present on the SAT2007 corpus. The improvement in the solving time is also significant. As said above, these two corpora
share only 12 formulae, and only one of them was solved by the ArgoSmArT
within 600s, so the improvement cannot be attributed to overlapping of the
training and the test set.
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Related Work

Features used for classification in this paper are first described in [NBH+ 04] for
prediction of a solver’s running time and were later used in SATzilla system
[XHHLB08]. SATzilla is the system that uses linear regression predictions of
solver running times to select one of its component solvers for solving an input
formula. As reported in [XHHLB08] for the corpus SAT2007, evaluation on the
random category of SAT instances, demonstrated a significant improvement in
running time. Average running time for SATzilla system was around 90s, while
its best component solver average was 290s. On the crafted category, SATzilla
average was around 150s, compared to its best component solver average of 280s.
For the industrial category, this improvement was smaller, but still significant —
260s compared to 330s. In 27% of cases SATzilla chooses its best component
solver [XHHLB07].
While both SATzilla and ArgoSmArT adjust the solving process to the
input formula, there are important differences between these two approaches.
7

20-th percentile of the solving times is the value that splits the sorted solving times
in two parts, the lower one having 20% of the total number of values.

First, SATzilla is the system that chooses among its component solvers (7
solvers were used at the SAT competition 2007), and these solvers are used as
they are. On the other hand, our approach aims at boosting performance of
just a single, arbitrary, base solver by selecting strategies appropriate for an
input formula (in the current setup it chooses between 21 strategies that happen
to be the best for some of the families from the training corpus). Therefore
these two approaches can be considered complementary. The advantage of the
SATzilla approach, compared to the ArgoSmArT approach, is that it offers
an estimate of the running time. On the other hand, an important advantage of
ArgoSmArT is that it can detect a family that the input formula belongs to.
Stochastic optimization of SAT solver parameters is described in [HBHH07].
It could be used for finding better strategies within our approach.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a methodology for instance-based selection of solving strategies
that can be applied to an arbitrary SAT solver which supports multiple solving
strategies. We showed that the family a formula belongs to can be automatically
recognized and that precision achieved was excellent. Also, we demonstrated that
for each family of formulae, among many possible strategies, just a small number
of strategies is appropriate for its solving. Along with significant correlation
between syntactical similarities of formulae and similarities of strategies most
appropriate for their solving, these conclusions form a firm basis for our strategy
selection methodology.
The methodology was evaluated on two representative corpora. As for the
overall performance, on the SAT2002 corpus greater number of formulae was
solved and the median time dropped more than 50%. The performance improvement was also demonstrated on a corpus different from the one the system
was trained on. Overall, the results obtained are very good and show that the
methodology is practically applicable and that further research in this, still new
field, is feasible. We are planning to work on additional statistical analyzes of
gathered data in order to gain a deeper insight into the nature of our best strategies and relationships between their component policies. We plan to further improve our system by using the stochastic parameter optimization, which would
significantly decrease duration of the training phase. Also, while inspecting our
data we came across the incompatibility of the MiniSAT forgetting strategy we
used with the fast restarting strategies when forgetting quickly ceases. Impacts
of these incompatibilities should be investigated and potentially better results
achieved by changing the forget strategy. Also, a deeper analysis of behaviour of
best strategies for k-SAT instances is planned.
Acknowledgements. We thank Mathematical Institute of Serbian Academy of
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